When will we need to start using the new data collection?

Technically not until the end of the Spring 2022 semester. However, you will want to start converting your queries before then, using the development environment. The folks in Enterprise Information & Analytics will be assisting people with documentation and training, suggestions, and consultation, during the months leading up to the cut-over.

Here is a high-level description of the timeline:

**Fall 2020:**
All course management happens in Curriculum Management (CAT/CM). There is a bridge to SRS, and courses are being converted from there into Banner. Course inventory reporting still happens in the legacy Student data collection (and uses the STDTCANQ universe).

**Fall 2021:**
Course Section data will be in SRS through Spring 2022; sections for Summer 2022 and beyond will all be built in CLSS which populates Banner. Departments will need to build their Summer 2022 and Fall 2022 course sections in Banner, and that work will start in the Fall of 2021. No course sections beyond Spring 2022 will be in SRS – going forward after Spring 2022, everything will all be in Banner.

There will not be a warehouse collection available for reporting on Banner Course Sections until 2022. Department users will be able to access CLSS directly using single sign-on to maintain their 2022 course sections in the new system, starting in the Fall of 2021.

Throughout the Fall of 2021 – Spring 2022 there will be ongoing training, and you will be invited to migrate your existing reports using a development environment.

**Spring 2022:**
Students will enroll in course sections for Summer 2022 and Fall 2022 during the advance registration period in March 2022.

Courses taken in the Spring will be graded in SRS. The graded courses will then be converted to the Banner academic history record.
Students graduating in Spring 2022 will be graduated out of SRS, and their graduation record will be converted to Banner.

After Spring 2022, SRS will no longer be the system-of-record. All activity will take place in the new system, including grade changes to past terms.